
 

 

 

C) Is in phase with the emf     
D) Sometimes lags behind and sometimes leads the emf 

 

 A) 5000 Å B) 3200 Å C) 3000 Å D) 6250 Å  
 

 A) 4.63 Pa    
B) 4.63 N.m-2 

C) 4.63 x 10-6 N.m-2   
D) Not possible to calculate unless area is specified 

energies lying in the range from E to E + dE.  Then the expression for the average 
kinetic energy over a collection of N molecules will be 

 A) (1/N)o∫∞N(E)dE  B) (1/N) o∫
∞EN(E)dE 

 C) (1/N) -∞∫∞EN(E)dE       D) (1/N) -∞∫∞

to half their original volumes, one adiabatically and the other isothermally. The 
final pressure is 

 A) Greater for adiabatic compression 
B) Greater for isothermal compression 

 C) Same for both 
D) Half the original pressure for isothermal compression and same as original 

pressure for the adiabatic compression.   
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B) D1 line splits into six lines and D2 line splits into four lines 
C) D1 line splits into four lines and D2 line splits into six lines 
D) D1 line splits into four lines and D2 line remains unaltered 

In the Raman effect of a given sample, the exciting line has a wavelength of 453.8 
nm and a Stokes line is observed at 445.8 nm. At what wavelength does one expect 
to see the corresponding Anti Stokes line? 

 A) 461.8 nm B) 462.1 nm C) 437.8 nm D) 8 nm 
 
 
 
 

 
1. In the anomalous Zeeman effect in sodium atom, 
 A) D1 line and D2 line split into four lines each 

 
2.  

3. In a purely inductive circuit, the current 
 A) Lags behind the emf by 90o  
 B) Leads the emf by 90o  

4. The peak in the intensity distribution of a certain emitting surface occurs at = 
4000 Å at a temperature of 4000o C.  What is the corresponding wavelength at a 
temperature of 5000o C? 

5. Sunlight falls on the surface of the earth at the rate of 1370 Watts m-2. Assuming 
the earth to be a perfect absorber of sun's radiations, what will be the pressure 
exerted by the radiations on the earth? 

  
6. A statistical energy distribution N(E)dE gives the number of gas molecules having 

EdE 
 
7. Two samples of gas initially at the same temperature and pressure are compressed 
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1. (∂S/∂V)T = (∂P/∂S)V  2. (∂S/∂P)T = -(∂V/∂T)P 
 3. (∂T/∂V)S = -(∂P/∂S)V  4. (∂T/∂P)S = (∂V/∂S)P 

the so- called “ultraviolet catastrophe.” The “catastrophe” refers to the failure of 
classical physics to explain what phenomenon? 

 A) The photoelectric effect. 
B) Electron diffraction. 
C) Young's double-slit experiment. 
D) The spectrum of hot, glowing objects. 

the following relations. Which one is the correct one? 
 A) J = -   B) . J + ∂ /∂t = 0 

A) Both have the same linear momentum and have energies in inverse ratio to 
their masses 

B) Both have the same linear momentum, but their energies are in the same 
ratio as their masses 

C) Both have the same energies, but their linear momenta are in the same ratio 
as their masses 

D) Both have the same energies, but their linear momenta are in inverse ratio 
to their masses 
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8. Which of the following Maxwell's relations is (are) not true?  

 
  Choose the correct answer : 
 
 A) 1 only  B) 2 only  C) 1 and 2 D) 3 and 4 
 
9. A famous problem that helped lead to the development of quantum mechanics was 

 
10. An operator U is related to the Hamiltonian operator H through the relation U = 

exp(iaH) where H is Hermitian and a is  real . Then U will be 
 A) Real    B) Unitary 
            C) Diagonal   D) Hermitian 
 
11. A and B are two non-commuting operators with [A,B] = iC, then C will be 
           A) Real    B) Unitary 
           C) Diagonal   D) Hermitian 
 
12. An excited state of the hydrogen atom is specified by the wave function     

A(x+iy)2e-ar. This will be an eigen state of Lz having an eigen value of  
 A) ħ  B) -ħ   C) 2ħ  D) -2ħ 
 
13. A particle in an infinite square well is subjected to an additional constant potential 

Vo.  What will be the first order shift in the energy levels? 
 A) Vo  B) - Vo  C) ½  Vo  D) 0 
 
14. The probability density  and probability current density J are related via one of 

C) J = -D   D)  + ∂J/∂t = 0 
 
15. An electron has the same De Broglie wave length  as a proton. Then 
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B) The energy level of the orbital  
C) The spatial orientation of the orbital 
D) The spin of the electrons in the orbital 

are: 
A) Both continuous at the boundaries. 
B) Continuous and discontinuous at the boundaries, respectively. 
C) Both discontinuous at the boundaries. 
D)  Discontinuous and continuous at the boundaries, respectively 

hydrogen atom as a perturbation, the first order correction to the ground state 
energy of the atom will be 
A) Of the same order as the energy of the ground state itself. 
B) Less than the energy of the ground state by a factor equal to the fine 

structure constant 
C) Proportional to <1/r> 

Stark shift in the  ground state energy of the atom is observed to 0.001 eV. When 
the electric field is doubled, the shift will change to 
A) 0.002 eV   B) 0.004 eV 
C) Remains the same  D) 0.0005 eV 

atom is 
A) 3.14 Å 
B) 1.0 Å 
C) Same as the first Bohr radius ao    
D) Equal to the size of the atom 

inside the nucleus prior to its emission from the nucleus. Assuming the electron to 
be confined to within typical nuclear dimensions of 10 fermis and invoking the 
uncertainty principle, the energy of the emitted beta particle can be estimated to be  
A) Of the order of 100 MeV B) Around 1 MeV 

by an infinite potential well. It absorbs incident radiation of wavelength 662 nm 
and jumps from state n to n+1. Identify the value of n  
A) 1  B) 2  C) 3  D) 4 
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16. The magnetic quantum number of an orbital defines 
 A) The shape of the orbital 

 
17. In the infinite square well problem, the wave function and its first spatial derivative 

 
18. Treating the gravitational interaction between the proton and the electron in a 

D) Proportional to <1/r2> 
 
19. A hydrogen atom is subjected to an electric field of 10 kV/m. The second order 

 
20. The De Broglie wavelength of the electrons in the first Bohr orbit in a hydrogen 

 
21. In the early days a model for beta decay envisaged the existence of the electron 

 C) Less than 1 MeV  D) About 1 keV 
 
22. An electron is confined to a thin layer of thickness 1 nm on the surface of a metal 
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oscillator is 
A) 1/2 ħ  B) 5/2 ħ  C)  ħ  D) 3/2 ħ 

A) The resistance of intrinsic semiconductor decreases with increase of 
temperature 

B) Pure Si doped with trivalent impurities gives a p-type semiconductor 
C) Majority carriers in a n-type semiconductor are holes 
D) Minority carries in a p-type semiconductor are electrons 

following. Which one is it? 

 
 A) 1 0 0  B) 0 1 0  C) 0 0 1  D) 1 0 1 

A) Is directly proportional to the current 
B)  Is inversely proportional to the current 
C) Is directly proportional to the source voltage 
D) Remains approximately the same 

A) Bandwidth    
B)  –3 dB frequency 
C) Bandwidth divided by Q 
D) Geometric average of the critical frequencies 

collector regions. This is provided 
A) To ensure that the width of the base region is smaller than the diffusion 

length of minority carriers in that region 
B) To minimize the overall dimensions 
C) So that the emitter and collector are effectively at the same potential 
D) So that the carriers can tunnel through the base region 

switches between 
A) Cut-off and active region 
B) Cut-off and saturation region 
C) Active and saturation region  
D) Two well separated points in the active region 
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23. The energy corresponding to the first excited state of a quantum harmonic 

 
24. Which one of the following statements is FALSE ? 

 
25. To get an output Y = 1 from the circuit shown below, the input must be one of the 

 
26. When a diode is forward biased, the voltage across it 

 
27. The center frequency of a band-pass filter is always equal to the 

 
28. In a transistor the width of the base region is smaller than those of the emitter and 

 
29. A bipolar junction transistor is used as a switch. This means that in its operation it 
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A) 01101011   B) 01101100 
C) 11101100   D) 10001011 

constructed with an op-amp?  
 A) To invert the input signal  

 B) To amplify the input signal 
 C) To invert and amplify the input signal  
 

complement). 
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30. The two's complement of the binary number 10010100 is 

 
31. Which choice below best defines the purpose of a unity gain buffer circuit 

D) To isolate the input signal from the rest of the circuit  
 
32. Full adder for two inputs can be developed with the help of 
 A) Two half adder on OR gate 
 B) One half adder and two OR gate 
 C) An EXOR gate and AND gate 
 D) Two AND gates and an OR gate 
 
33. Which one of the following Boolean identities is correct? (Prime denotes 

34. In a logic gate both positive and negative logic can be used as per convenience.  
Suppose in a given logic circuit, the logic of the levels is changed from positive to 
negative. Then an AND gate will change to 

 A) OR gate B) NAND gate C) NOR gate D)       NOT gate 
 
35. A third order Butterworth low pass filter has upper cut off frequency of 1KHz. If 

frequency is increased to 2KHz the gain of the filter will drop by  
 A) 6 db  B) 18 db  C) 20 db  D) 60 db 
 
36. In a 4 bit weighted-resistor D/A converter, the resistor value corresponding to the 

MSB is 2 k. The resistor value corresponding to the LSB 
 A) 1 k B) 2 k C) 4 k D) 16 k
 
37. A square wave with a period of 10 micro sec drives a flip flop. The period of the 

output will be 
 A) 10 micro sec   B) 5 micro sec 
 C) 20 micro sec   D) 100 micro sec 
 
38. A basic differentiator circuit fails to work at 
 A) Low frequencies  B) High frequencies 
 C) Middle frequencies  D) At selected discrete frequencies 
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3 dB frequencies are 200 Hz and 375 kHz. Negative feedback is introduced with a 
 of 0.1. The new mid frequency gain and bandwidth are respectively 

inputs are 99 mV and 101 mV.  What will be the output when the inputs are 
increased to 100 mV and 102 mV respectively? 

 A) Same as 5.0 V since the difference signal is the same.   
 B) 15 V 
 C) 5.01 V 
 D) Cannot calculate unless the difference gain also is given 
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 A) 1100 and 34.1 kHz  B) 9.1 and 4.12 MHz 
 C) 1100 and 4.12 MHz  D) 9.1 and 34.1 kHz 
 
40. An operational amplifier with a CMRR of 200 gives an output of 5 Volts when the 
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39. The mid frequency gain of an op-amp amplifier without feedback is 100 and the    
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